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ABSTRACT. In this paper regularization-discretization procedures are developed 
for the numerical solution of moderately ill-posed linear first kind equations ap-
pearing as boundary integral equations for Dirichlet boundary value problems, 
e.g. the Dirichlet-Laplace problem. The method consists in firstly regularizing 
the noisy right-hand side by trigonometric interpolation and then applying a tri-
gonometric collocation procedure to the regularized data. Convergence rates are 
obtained in Sobolev spaces, Holder-Zygmund spaces or Holder spaces according 
to the error analysis of the used procedures for exact data. The method can be 
generalized to other kinds of equations and approximation procedures. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we will consider linear integral equations of the first kind 

Au=g (1.1) 

with a smoothing operator A. More precisely, in a Banach scale Es let the operator 
A map a space Bµ injectively onto a space Ev, where 

e=v-µ>0 

is a measure of the smoothing effect of A. Considering A as a mapping of Bµ into 
Bµ with a dense range the number e also characterizes the degree of ill-posedness 
of the problem (1.1) as weakly (0 < e < 1) or moderately (1 :=; e < oo) ill-posed. 
Besides, in the language of pseudodifferential operators the negative number -e is 
the order of the pseudodifferential operator A. 

Equations ( 1.1) of that type appear as boundary integral equations for Dirichlet 
boundary value problems. They enjoy a growing interest of engineers and mathe-
maticians who are providing approximation procedures for their numerical solution 
in an extending rate. If one starts at exactly given data such not severely ill-posed 
problems can be investigated without regularization. 

On one hand the solutions of the considered integral equations are auxiliary quan-
" tities for the solution of boundary value problems given by a single-layer potential 
where integration removes the ill-posedness if the boundary value problem is well-
posed. 

On the other hand in many cases the solution of the integral equation has its own 
independent physical meaning. For instance, in the case of Symm's equation the 
solution can be a distribution of forces, mass or charge density or potential flow, 
while the right-hand side has the meaning of displacements, Newton or Coulomb 
potential or temperature (cf. [5], [4], (9]). 
Therefore, problems (1.1) with noisy data g can be understood as indirect measu-
rement problems where regularization techniques are in order. 

In this paper we will develop regularization procedures for the considered problem 
(1.1) by stabilizing trigonometric collocation procedures taken from [13], (10], [3] in 
the one-dimensional, periodical, elliptic case. Our method is outlined in section 2. 
It can be called a direct discretization method where the pointwise measurements 
are used directly in the computation and the number of equidistant measurement 
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points is taken as the regularization parameter. Concerning other regularization 
methods for that kind of problems, especially Symm's equation, we refer to [2], 
[6], [7], (8]. Section 3 gives some preliminaries about trigonometric polynomials and 
interpolation. The sections 4, 5, 6 concern the regularization procedure and its error 
analysis in Sobolev spaces, Holder-Zygmund spaces and Holder spaces according to 
[13], [10] and [3], respectively. 

I am indepted to S. ProBdorf and G. Vainikko for discussions and useful remarks. 

Throughout the paper the letter c will describe a generic constant. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD 

Let us consider the problem 

Au=g (2.1) 

where A is an injective bounded linear mapping of the Banach space X onto the 
Banach space Y, i.e. D(A) = X, R(A) = Y. Then A-1 as a mapping from Y onto 
X has the same properties. The problem (2.1) is well-posed. 

Let further the problem (2.1) have been solved numerically by the procedure 

Thg, h > 0, 

with a bounded linear operator Th from Y into X such that 

IJA-1g - ThglJx ~ 0 (h ~ 0) for all g E Y (2.2) 

with a known rate of convergence depending on the discretization parameter h. 
Then by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem the stability result 

(2.3) 
holds uniformly in h. 

Now, let X and Y be function spaces over a certain domain and let us assume that 
g is observed by the values 

gi EC, j = 1, .. ., M (2.4) 

at the points 

ti, j = 1,. .. , M (2.5) 

of a grid Gd characterized by a parameter d. (In the one-dimensional case of equi-
distant meshpoints Gd can be characterized by the real parameter d = 1/ M.) Let 
the observed quantities gj have the property 

(2.6) 

where 5 > 0 is a given noise level. Clearly, to approximate g for 5 ~ 0 we must 
have also M ~ oo. 

In the case when g is given by an observation (2.4), (2.5), (2.6), a crucial point for 
the numerical solution of (2.1) is to find a number 

d = d(5) 
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and elements 

P(d,5) E Y 

with the property 

Ilg - P(d, 5)llY ~ 0 (5 ~ 0). 

Then, as an approximation of the solution A-1g of (2.1) 

can be taken where hand dare chosen appropriately. (In our approach we will take 
h = d = d(5).) 
This can be seen from the triangle inequalities 

or 

by estimating the first terms on the right-hand side of (2. 7) resp. (2.8) using the 
stability (2.3) of Th resp. the continuity of A-1, and the second terms using the 
convergence (2.2) of the procedure Th. . · 

More generally, P( d, 5) can be considered as a regularized approximation for the 
exact data g where d is the regularization parameter. The construction of P( d, 5) 
depends on Y (the range space of A) and the data and may be tuned to an a-priori 
information about the solution u (translated to g = Au). It must not depend on the 
operator A and the given procedure Th· The ill-posedness of the problem (2.1) in 
the case of disturbed data then appears as the ill-posedness of the approximation 
of g in the state space Y. 
In [2] the auxiliary regularization process was the regularization of the (compact) 
imbedding Hs C 1 2 that can be interpreted as data smoothing of observations in 
12. 
In this paper the construction of P( d, 5) is closely connected to the regularization of 
an ill-posed approximation problem: to reconstruct g from pointwise measurements 
using trigonometric interpolation. Here the number of equidistant measurements 
serves as the regularization parameter. The parameter choice answers the question 
of how many measurements are needed for given 5 to get convergence in Y of trigo-
nometric interpolation polynomials to the exact data g. 

It should be remarked that in the here considered special case where a trigono-
metric collocation procedure Th is combined with trigonometric approximation for 
the right-hand side g in the just described ,sense the resulting estimates could be 
gained more directly by a mere application of the inverse property of trigonometric 
polynomials ( G. Vainikko ). 
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3. NOTATIONS AND TRIGONOMETRIC INTERPOLATION 

In this paper we are interested in periodic problems over smooth closed curves in 
JR. 2• (Open arcs can be treated by a similar approach.) 

Consequently, let us consider the one-dimensional torus 

1r = R/Z 
and the spaces of complex-valued functions 

with the norms 

ll·lls, ll·lla,ll·llc 
respectively, where H 8 (1r) = Hs is the scale of Sobolev spaces over 1r. Let be further 

<pz(x) = e27rilx x E 1r, l E Z, 
ZM= {l E Z, -M/2 < l:::; M/2}, MEN, 
XM = span{<pz, l E ZM}. 

Additionally, let us consider the equidistant mesh on 1r 

Gd={jd, l::;j::;M}, d=l/M, 
CM the M-dimensional vector space over C. For a given 9d E CM, 

9d = (g1, ... , 9M), 
there is a unique trigonometric interpolation polynomial 

Sdgd( x) = L (d L 9ie-27riljd) <pz( x) 
ZEZM 15i5M 

with the properties 

Sdgd E XM, 
S d9d(j d) = g i , j = 1, ... , M . 

Let for g E 0(1r) 

Sdg 
be the unique d-th interpolation polynomial of g, i.e. Sdg E XM and 

Sdg(jd) = g(jd), j = 1, ... , M 
hold. 

Lemma 3.1. Let <p, 'lj; E XM. Then 

j cp(x),,P(x)dx = d L cp(jd)'lj;(jd). 
'][' l~j~M 

Especially, for 'lj; E X M 

ll,,Pll~ = d I: l'tf;(jd)l 2
• 

15i5M 
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Proof. Using the orthonormality of the basis (3.1) in 1 2 the lemma follows straight-
forwardly from orthogonality relations for trigonometric sums: If 1 ::; j, k ::; M, 

L e-27rild(j-k) = M Djk . 

ZEZM 

Lemma 3.2.· {Inverse property.) Let 'I/; E XM. Then for r ~ s 

(3.6) 

Now, let us consider the trigonometric interpolation as a regularization method for 
the reconstruction of a function f from measured values on an equidistant mesh. 

Let f E Hu, a > 1 /2, 0 ::; s < a. Then the approximation property 

(3.7) 
holds. (See e.g. [1] or (12].) 
Let f~ E CM, f~ =(ff, ... , fiI), d = 1/M, with 

IJJ - J(jd)I ::; 5. (3.8) 

Lemma 3.3. For f E Hu, a > 1/2, 0 ::; s < a, we obtain under the assumptions 
(3. 7) and {3.8) 

If 

then 

Proof. We have 

llJ - Sdfill.,::; llJ - Sdflls + llSdf - Sdfill., · 
Since Sdf, Sdf~ E XM we get from (3.6), (3.5), (3.3), (3.4), (3.8) 

llSdf - SdfJll.,::; cd-"llSdf - SdfJllo 

::; cd-s (d L IJ(jd) - Jf 12) 

112 

15.i5.M 
::; cd-" 5. 

This and (3. 7) give (3.9), (3.11) is an easy consequence. D 

Remarks. 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(1) Fors = 0 the reconstruction off is well-posed. The numbers > 0 is related 
to the degree of ill-posedness. 

(2) The a-priori parameter choice (3.10) corresponds to the number of equidi-
stant measurements being necessary at the noise level 5. 
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4. STABILIZATION IN SOBOLEV SPACES 

In this and the following sections we consider elliptic first kind boundary integral 
equations of negative order /3 on a smooth closed boundary curve r in lR 2• By a 
suitable ccxi-parametrization such an equation can be transformed to a first kind 
integral equation 

j K(t,r)u(r)dr = g(t), t E Jr 
'l1' 

over the one-dimensional torus Jr. A special case is Symm's equation where 

and ' is a parametrization of r. 

( 4.1) 

Let us assume in this section that ( 4.1) is of the type ( 1.1) mentioned in the intro-
duction, where the operator A maps the Sobolev space Hs injectively onto Hs-(3 for 
some s 2:: 0. 

Following [13) we shall first give a numerical procedure Th and its error analysis in 
Sobolev spaces. Then, we shall develop a regularization procedure that stabilizes Th 
in the case of disturbed data. 

Consider an equidistant mesh Gh on Jr, h = 1/ N, NE N (cf. (3.2)). The procedure 
Th is defined for g E Hs-(3 as 

where wh is the solution of the matrix equation 

( 4.2) 

Lh = (z1:.) 
1.J ij ' '/, =]' 

a(t) = j K(t, r)dr. 
'l1' 

Th is a continuous, linear operator from Hs-f3 to Hs with the property 

( 4.3) 

As to the error analysis of Th we cite Theorem 3.2 from [13]: 
"Let u = A-19 be the solution of (4.1) and let u E Hu, a > /3 + 1/2. Then, for 
sufficiently small values of h > 0 the equation ( 4.2) is uniquely solvable and the 
error estimate 

( 4.4) 

holds for /3 ~ s < a ~ s - /3 + 1". 
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Now, let us consider noisy data g. Let be 5 > 0, Gd, d > 0, an equidistant mesh, 
g~ E CM, d = 1/M, and 

lg (j d) - gJ I :::; 5 ' 1 :::; j :::; M . ( 4.5) 
As an approximation for the solution u of ( 4.1) we regard 

u~ := TdSdg~, ( 4.6) 

i.e. we choose h = d and 

P( d, 5) = Sdg~ 
in the notation of section 2. This choice leads to an effective numerical procedure 
since the measured values are directly used. 

Theorem 4.1. Let be u E Hu, a> f3 + 1/2. Then for 

we have 

Choosing 

we obtain 

(3~s<a~s-f3+l 

1 d r-..J 5 u-{J 

Proof. From ( 4.6) and the triangle inequality we have 

llu~ - ulls = llTdSdg~ - A-1glls 
:::; llA-1g - Tdglls + llTdg - TdSdg~lls. 

By ( 4.4) 

(4.7) 

( 4.8) 

( 4.9) 

(4.10) 

( 4.11) 

Then, using ( 4.3), (2.3), (3.6), (3.5) and ( 4.5) we get for the second term in ( 4.10) 

llTdg - TdSdg~lls = llTdSdg - TdSdg~lls 

~ cl ISdg - Sdg~l ls-13 
:::; cd-s+t3 I ISdg - Sdg~l lo 
:::; cd-s+13 l~~ lg(jd) - gJI 

_]_ 

:::; cd-s+f3 5. 

This and (4.11) are giving (4.7), then (4.9) follows by inserting ~4.8). D 

Remarks. 

(1) The method ( 4.6), ( 4.8) has the same velocity ( 4.9) as it was proved in [2] 
for quite another regularization procedure. In the case s = 0, (3 = -1 the 
rate 0( 5 u~1) is optimal. 
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(2) The choice ( 4.8) is an a-priori parameter choice that needs an a-priori regu-
larity information about the solution. 

(3) Essential for the construction of our regularization procedure are the proper-
ties (2.3), ( 4.3), ( 4.4) of Th and the properties (3.5) and (3.6) of trigonometric 
polynomials. The regularization could be based also on other procedures Th 
with those properties and an convergence analysis in Sobolev spaces. 

( 4) Theorem 4.1 can also be proved using Lemma 3.3. Then instead of ( 4.3) the 
approximation property (3. 7) is used. 

(5) In the case s > 1/2 we have Hs C C and 

II· lie~ ell· I ls· 
Then in the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 the estimates ( 4. 7) and ( 4.9) also 
hold for the 0-Norm instead of the Hs-norm. 

5. STABILIZATION IN HOLDER-ZYGMUND SPACES 

In this section we again consider first kind integral equations ( 4.1) with a smoothing 
operator over the one-dimensional torus 1f that can be obtained by a transforma-
tion from boundary integral equations on a smooth closed curve in JR. 2• Here, our 
investigations are based on the paper [10] where the studied numerical procedure is 
a fully discrete collocation method with an error analysis in Holder-Zygmund spaces 
7-lv. 

Let us consider the following Banach spaces of complex-valued functions on 1f: 

cm= {f E 0, Di f E 0, 0 ~ j ~ m} 
with the norm 

I If lie== I: llDi file, 
05j5m 

and for s = m + a > 0 

with the norm 

llJl!Jta = llJllc= + [Dmfr' 
where [Dm Jr is the Holder-Zygmund seminorm. For 'lj; E XN the Bernstein inequ-
ality 

llD'l/lllc ~ cNll'l/Jllc (5.1) 

and the estimate 

[ 'l/J] ex ~ C • Ncx 11 'l/J 11 C (5.2) 

hold (cf. [11]). From (5.1) and (5.2) we have the following inverse properties for 
'lj; EXN: 

ll'l/Jl!Jta ~ cNsll'l/Jllc, 
ll'l/Jllc= ~ cNmll'l/Jllc, 

wheres> 0, m EN, and c can depend on s resp. m. 
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Let now Th be the discrete collocation procedure considered in [10]. Since the 
explicit form of that algorithm is not essential for our purpose we will not quote it 
here. Essential is that Th is a continuous linear mapping from '}-{,8-J3 into '}-(.8 with 
properties (2.3) and ( 4.3) and the following convergence property (cf. [10, Theorem 
2.2]): . 
"Let the periodic elliptic pseudodifferential operator A map '}-{, 9 injectively onto '}-{,s-J3 
and let the solution u of (1.1) be in '}-{,<T, f3 < a < oo. 
Then for f3 < s < a < oo we have the estimate 

(5.5) 

Now let us again consider disturbed data g~ E CM, 5 > 0, on an equidistant mesh 
Gd on 1r with the property ( 4.5) and consider the procedure ( 4.6) 

u~ := TdSdg~, 

where again dis the regularization parameter. 

Theorem 5.1. Let for f3 < s < a < oo the operator A map '}-(.9 injectively onto 
Hs-J3 and let u = A-19 E '}-l<T. Then for an arbitrary A> 1/2 we have the estimate 

If 
1 

d rv 5 <T-(3+>. 

we obtain 

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1 we have 

llu~ - ullr£" = llTdSdg~ - A-1gllr£" ~ llA-19 - Tdgllr£" + llTdg - TdSdg~llr£" 

and from (5.5) 

llA-1g -Tdgll1l-' ~ cd<r-sl log di llullr£u. 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

Besides, by using 11 · I le ~ cl I · 11>. if A > 1/2, and ( 4.3), (2.3), (5.3), (3.6), (3.5) and 
( 4.5) we get 

I ITdg - TdSdg~l 11-l" = I ITdSdg - TdSdg~l 11-l" 
~ cl I Sdg - Sdg~ I lr£•-t1 
~ cdJ3-sllSdg - Sdg~llc 

~ cd13-sllSdg - Sdg~ll>-

~ cdf3-s->. I ISdg - Sdg~l lo 
~ cdJ3-s->. 5. 

The proof of (5.6) is complete, (5.8) follows by inserting (5.7). D 

Remark. Again the remarks 2 and 3 of section 4 are true. 
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6. CONCERNING THE HELMHOLTZ EQUATION 

Finally, in this section let us regard the equation 

j H~1)(klx -yl)u(y)dy = g(x) (6.1) 
r 

where r is a smooth closed curve (or open arc) in JR. 2 and H~1 ) is the Hankel function 
of order 0 of the first kind. 

The problem (6.1) arises from an exterior Dirichlet problem for the Helmholtz equ-
ation. If the solution of this Dirichlet problem is denoted by w the solution of (6.1) 
can be interpreted as[~~], i.e. the jump of Neumann data at the boundary r (cf. 
[14]). 
In [3] the problem (6.1) is transformed to an equation (1.1) on 'Ir where the operator 
A maps the Holder space 0°·a bijectively onto 0 1,a. Besides, in [3] a trigonometric 
collocation-quadrature method Th is developed with an error analysis in Holder 
spaces. 

It is not difficult to recognize that Th is a continuous linear operator from C1 ·a into 
co,a discretizing the problem on an equidistant mesh and having the properties (2.3) 
and ( 4.3). Then the application of our regularization method ( 4.6) is possible. Using 
(5.4) and being aware of 0 1•a = 1{_1+a for 0 < a < 1 we find for A > 1/2 similar as 
in Theorem 5 .1 

(6.2) 

It is proved in [3] that 1 lu - Tdg I lo,a -7 0 for d -7 0 if a < 1 /2. Clearly from ( 6.2) 
our method converges if d( 6) is such that d- 1-a-'>. 6 -7 0 and d -7 0 for 6 -7 0. If 
a + A < 1 this is fulfilled for d f"V 6112 . 
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